Workshop D

Funding of Supported Internships
Workshop D

The Workshop is, firstly, an opportunity for delegates to raise points of clarification and concern relating to their perspective/involvement. Further, it will explore ways in which effective partnerships and a clear vision and model for supported internships can be brought about, and help participants identify how they can influence the processes needed for sustainable funding.
Scope

Education
Funding – key players and issues

- Education Funding Agency
- DWP
- Local Authorities (2)
- Other funding sources
- Start-up and Sustainability
- Knowing the costs – and interests
- The model, delivery partners and progression through the programme
- Who interfaces with funding agencies?
Education Funding High Needs

- Post-16 funding: ‘lagged principle’
- Paid this year on last year’s numbers
- Applies to first c£10k per learner (Elements 1 and 2)
- Above c£10k – Element 3 (top-up) funding
- Controlled by LA and given in-year
- Supported Internship illustrative cost £13k can be met
Wider Issues

• Who is pressing for them?
• Age of Interns
• Commissioning
• Schools (Technical Issues) and Colleges
• Employers: In Kind